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List of abbreviations 

 

AEA - the Association of European Airlines 

EASA - European Aviation Safety Agency 

EUROCONTROL - European Organization for the safety of air navigation 

IATA - the International Air Transport Association, International Air Transport Association 

SAFA programme - EU program to evaluate the safety standards of foreign airlines 

AMCU - Antimonopoly Committee of Ukraine 

Vice Prime Minister for European Integration - Vice Prime Minister for European and Euro-Atlantic integration 

of Ukraine 

Parliament - Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine 

SAAU - State Aviation Administration of Ukraine 

SE "Boryspil" - State Enterprise "International airport "Boryspil" 

Euro-Commission - European Commission 

EU – the European Union 

"Aerosvit" – closed joint-stock company “Aerokompaniya Aerosvit" 

CMU - Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine 

UIA – Ukrainian International Airlines  

MFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine 

MJU - Ministry of Justice of Ukraine 

MIU – Ministry of Infrastructure of Ukraine 

MTCU - the Ministry of Transport and Communications of Ukraine in 2010 was reorganized into the Ministry 

of Infrastructure of Ukraine 

OSCE - Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe 

ECAA - European Common Aviation Area 

CAA Agreement - Agreement between Ukraine and the European Union and its Member States on Common 

Aviation Area 

Government Office for European Integration - Government Office for European and Euro-Atlantic Integration 

of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine 
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Summary 

 

Agreement on the Common Aviation Area between Ukraine and the EU is one of the main priorities 

on the Ukrainian agenda. The Association Agreement between Ukraine and the EU provides for 

implementation of the CAA Agreement, there are also CMU’s Action Plan for 2016 and Strategic plan for the 

development of air transport for the period until 2020. Ukraine's accession to the EU aviation area will 

provide tangible benefits for citizens of Ukraine as well as aviation infrastructure and industry: improvement 

of the quality of service and flight safety, increase in supply in the market for passenger transportation and 

consequently lower fares for air travel, and attraction of investments to airports. 

Signing of the CAA Agreement is being delayed since 2014, despite the willingness of Ukrainian side. The 

main reason for postponement is a lack of consensus between Spain and the United Kingdom to formulate 

the wording of the Agreement in the part of an Article 2 “Definitions” paragraph 31 "Territory" concerning 

the status of Gibraltar. Alternatives to solving the above problem are: (1) to strengthen the current approach 

to negotiations on the signing of the CAA; (2) to change the approach to negotiations on the signing of the 

CAA; (3) to negotiate a possibility of getting the benefits of the CAA without signing the Agreement; (4) or 

to focus primarily on the implementation of the technical parts of the CAA Agreement and wait for the right 

moment to restore active negotiations. 

Aside from the mentioned issue, the progress in liberalizing aviation market of Ukraine and the EU is 

also facing external and internal obstacles. The most acute internal problems are: the lack of an action plan 

to incorporate technical regulations of the EU set out in Annex 1 of the CAA Agreement; the problem of 

artificially inflated prices for the aviation fuel, the lack of modern regulations of market entry and 

certification of ground handling services at airports in Ukraine in accordance with EU standards. The external 

factors should include the delay in the introduction of visa-free regime for Ukraine and the expected exit of 

the United Kingdom from the EU. 
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1. Exposing the Problem: Scale and Relevance 

 

The purpose of the European Common Aviation Area (hereinafter - CAA) is the gradual liberalization of 

the aviation market and incorporation of the EU legislation in the field of civil aviation to the legal framework 

of partner-states. The existence of the CAA is ensured through comprehensive agreements between the EU 

and third countries in the field of air transportation. Similar agreements have been concluded by the EU with 

Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Republic of Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, Kosovo, Norway, Iceland, 

Liechtenstein, Switzerland, Morocco, Georgia, Israel, Jordan and Moldova. As the whole the CAA covers 43 

countries (including the EU member-states) [3]. 

 

Ukraine, in contrast to Eastern Partnership countries like Moldova and Georgia is not included in the CAA 

framework. However, joining the CAA is beneficial for both the aviation infrastructure and industry of the 

country, as well as for the citizens of Ukraine. 

 

Projected benefits from joining the CAA are: 

1. Improvement of the quality of service and flight safety; 
2. Increase in supply in the market for passenger transportation and consequently lower fares for air 

travel; 
3. Burden the regional airports, development of transit potential of Boryspil airport;  

4. Improvement in efficiency of airlines management practices; 

5. Improvement the air links between the regions of Ukraine and the EU - the emergence of 

new markets for the products of Ukrainian aviation industry; 

6. Attraction of investments to airports, increase in the number of direct and indirect to aviation 
workplaces, and increase in wages for the field specialists [11]. 

 

The issue of common aviation area will gain particular relevance after the visa-free agreement between 

Ukraine and the EU comes into force. Ukrainian citizens will face the lack of competition among airlines more 

acutely under relaxed conditions for travel.  

Given the substantial benefits for Ukraine's accession to the Common Aviation Area the process of 

negotiations on the signing of the CAA Agreement between Ukraine and the EU began in 2007. The 

agreement’s goal is to gradually incorporate the EU standards and requirements on aviation safety, aviation 

security, air traffic management, environmental protection, consumer protection, computer reservation 

systems and social aspects into Ukrainian legislation [27]. After full implementation of the Agreement 

Ukrainian airlines will have the opportunity to enjoy unlimited commercial rights to conduct 

transportation services between Ukraine and the EU and between any EU member-states, 

provided that the flight is served at some point in Ukraine. The EU airlines will have unlimited 

commercial rights to conduct transportation services to Ukraine and inside Ukraine. An additional 

benefit for Ukraine will be the recognition by Member States of all certificates issued by Ukraine 

regarding aircraft crews and air traffic(see. Appendix 1). 

Negotiations for the Agreement lasted from 2007 to 2013. The initialing of the CAA Agreement was held 

on 28 November 2013 in Vilnius at the EU-Ukraine Summit [31]. However, the signing of the Agreement 

happened neither in 2014 nor in 2015. Bilateral agreements between Ukraine and the EU member-states 

and horizontal aviation agreement (2005) will stay in force until the signing of the CAA Agreement takes 

place. The existing agreements allow airlines based within the EU to operate flights between any EU Member 

State and Ukraine, however most of them foresee restrictions on the number of routes, flights and carriers 

[28]. 

 

1.1. Results of the survey on the issue of Ukraine's accession to the ECAA 

 

It is worth to look at how the problem of concluding the CAA Agreement is seen and defined by the field 

experts. According to an expert survey made up of representatives of state authorities of Ukraine, 

international organizations and governments of foreign countries, businesses, think tanks, universities and 

specialized media, conducted by the Europe without Barriers in April-June 2016 (Methodology see. Appendix 

2) the following are the most important causes for postponing the CAA Agreement: 
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1. Lack of consensus between Spain and the United Kingdom to formulate the wording of an Article 2 

“Definitions” paragraph 31 "Territory" of the Agreement regarding Gibraltar; 
2. Lack of political will among the governing bodies of the European Union to conclude the CAA 

Agreement with Ukraine. 

Expert opinionis divided on the issue. According to official data of the European Commission, 

Parliamentary Transport Committee on Transport, Ministry of Infrastructure, MFA and State Aviation 

Administration of Ukraine (SAAU) as well as an opinion of the substantial part of the polled experts, the main 

cause for postponing the signing of the Agreement is due to the long-standing dispute between Spain and 

the United Kingdom concerning Gibraltar airport. Meanwhile, the other experts argued that the question of 

Gibraltar is an "excuse of the European Union", as it could have been easily resolved if there was political 

will of the European Commission and individual EU member states to conclude the Agreement on the CAA. 

Moreover, interviewed experts identified the following supplementary problems preventing Ukrainian 

accession to the EU Common Aviation Area: 

 

External problems: 

1. The delay in the introduction of visa-free regime for Ukraine; 

2. Lack of interest from European airlines in Ukrainian market due to low financial capacity of 
Ukrainians and the availability of a strong Ukrainian national UIA airline; 

3. Negative image of Ukraine, formed in the course of negotiating the CAA Agreement; 
4. EASA distrust towards certification system for national carriers done by SAAU. 

 
Internal problems: 

1. Absence of the procedure to incorporate EU technical regulations stipulated by the CAA Agreement, 

disinterest of relevant authorities to rapidly incorporate necessary legislation, outdated procedure of 
"approval" of regulations allowing the legislation to be incorporated. 

2. Artificially inflated prices for aviation fuel, absence of modern regulations governing market access 
and certifying aircraft ground handling services in Ukrainian airports according to the EU norms.  

 

It should also be noted that as of October 1, 2016 the Order of the President of Ukraine to delegate the 

power to sign the Agreement to the former Infrastructure Minister Andriy Pyvovarsky was still in force. So 

despite the official cause to postpone the signing of CAA Agreement – the lack of consensus between Spain 

and the UK, progress in the liberalization of the aviation market of Ukraine and the EU, both external and 

domestic issues prevent it from happening. 

 

1.2. Territorial Dispute over Gibraltar 

 

History of bilateral dispute between Spain and Great Britain over the territory of Gibraltar goes as far as 

1704 when Gibraltar, which at that time belonged to Spain, was conquered by Britain. Treaty of Utrecht was 

concluded on July 13, 1713 between the two countries under which Spain gave Gibraltar to Britain for 

“eternal” possession, but with a right to regain sovereignty over the territory in the event if Great Britain 

loses it. According to the Treaty, Spain ceded the city, castle, port and fortress of Gibraltar, although the 

text of the agreement did not contain a precise map of the territory [9]. The Isthmus of Gibraltar between 

Spain and the Rock of Gibraltar was designated as neutral during the dispute of the early twentieth century 

to strictly define British jurisdiction. This precise area became a location for the airport to be built in 1934 by 

the Great Britain. 

The first internal discussion within the EU over the Gibraltar airport began in 1987 when Spain did not 

agree to cease government control over its air trade flow, refusing to recognize the British authority over the 

Gibraltar airport. Transport ministers of the United Kingdom and Spain then agreed on the operation of the 

Gibraltar airport under the pressure from the EU. In a joint declaration the United Kingdom and Spain 

agreed to use airport separately. However, local authorities have failed to establish the proper workflow of 

the airport under new conditions [12], which is why the rules of the EU did not cover the airport of Gibraltar 

[13]. 

After a long break that was characterized by interchanging deterioration and improvement of bilateral 

relations between Spain and the United Kingdom, a trilateral forum "Dialogue on Gibraltar" was conducted in 

September 18, 2006 in Cordoba (Spain) and a statement of the airport Council Ministers was published [5]. 

According to the statement, the airport of Gibraltar was to be gradually incorporated into the legal 
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framework of the EU. In addition, Spain has committed to stop its attempts at stopping the future EU 

directives and norms for the Gibraltar airport. 

However, the situation changed drastically after the victory of the center-right People's Party (Partido 

popular) in Spanish parliamentary elections of 2011 [6]. People's Party, led by Mariano Rajoy refused to 

participate in the trilateral forum "Dialogue on Gibraltar", as well as distanced itself from the agreements 

reached in Cordoba in 2006. In September 2013 at the UN session Spanish Prime Minister Rajoy said that 

Gibraltar is the only territory in Europe, awaiting decolonization and announced his desire to resume the 

bilateral dialogue with the United Kingdom without the involvement of representatives of Gibraltar [4]. In 

2016 the People's Party won the parliamentary elections again but lost the its majority position. Spain is 

currently undergoing the formation of the new government [16]. 

 

1.3. The impact of territorial dispute over Gibraltar airport on Ukraine's accession to the EU 

Common Aviation Area 

 

The conclusion of the Agreement on the CAA between Ukraine and the EU was planned for the March 

2014. At that time, the position of the United Kingdom and Gibraltar Parliament was to keep following 

Cordoba Agreement of 2006, which included the EU norms, directives and agreements, including the 

Agreement on the CAA for the Gibraltar airport [8]. Instead, the position of Spain changed to exclude 

Gibraltar airport from the CAA Agreement and also to abandon Cordoba Agreement. Thus, Ukrainian 

accession to the ECAA was stopped due to the inconsistent positions of the two Member States to formulate 

the wording of an Article 2 "Definitions" paragraph 31 "Territory" concerning Gibraltar. 

The governing bodies of the EU do not have a significant influence over the inconsistency of Spanish and 

British positions. Blocking of other aviation initiatives within the EU is just an additional proof of this. 

Specifically, in December 2014 adoption by the EU Council of the second package of the Single European 

Sky Initiative, aimed at unifying national air corridors to create shorter flight trajectories, reduce costs and 

carbon dioxide emissions into the atmosphere, was postponed due to the territorial dispute [7]. According to 

the experts surveyed by Europe Without Barriers this territorial dispute will continue to be an obstacle for 

future negotiations with other countries wishing to join the ECAA as well as other aviation-related processes. 

Ukraine's position in resolving disputes over the wording of an Article 2 (31) of the CAA Agreement 

consists in continuing to raise the issue at the highest political level. The lack of progress is associated with a 

complex political situation in Spain,currently forming the new government and thedecision of the British 

referendum to withdraw from the EU. 

Currently, activities of the Ministry of Infrastructure and SAAU are aimed at creating more liberal 

conditions for the regular air transportation service with the EU Member States in a bilateral format as well 

as concluding other agreements between Ukraine and the EU in the certification and safety of civil aviation. 

Apart from the CAA Agreement, a list of restrictions on the number of flights from Ukraine to Greece, 

Lithuania, Italy, Poland and Bulgaria were lifted; a number of flights has also increased for the flights to 

France, although a restriction for one airline per Ukraine and France was left intact. In addition, a bilateral 

liberalization with Moldova and Armenia took place. Since January 2016 an “Open Sky” Agreement with the 

US came into force. In the area of security a working arrangement between EASA and SAAU was signed in 

order to participate in the EU SAFA program and to foster collection and exchange of data on aircraft safety. 

Agreements between MIU and European Commission were prepared concerning harmonization of 

certification systems as well as working arrangements between SAAU and EASA about cooperating in the 

field of civil aviation security [32]. 
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2. What is wrong with the current policy? 

 

2.1. Negotiations on the status of Gibraltar airport and the CAA Agreement 

 

During 2014-2016 MIU and MFA conducted negotiations with relevant authorities of the EU and its 

Member States on the Gibraltar airport issue. A number of activities were carried out: 

- A new edition of the compromise wording for an Article 2 (31) of the CAA Agreement concerning 
Gibraltar airport was submitted to the Great Britain by Ukrainian side in October 2014; 

 

- Ministry of Infrastructure together with MFA and SAAU have prepared 5 alternative wordings of 
Article 2 (31) of the CAA Agreement which could satisfy all sides; 

 
- MFA of Ukraine has submitted these 5 alternative wordings foran Article 2 (31) to the UK and Spain 

through diplomatic channels and initiated intergovernmental consultations; 

 
- Former Minister of Infrastructure Andriy Pyvovarsky held meetings on the need to sign CAA 

Agreement in the years 2015-2016 with the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Spain, British 
Ambassador to Ukraine, European Commissioner for Transport, European Commissioner for Regional 

Policy and Director of the Department for Russia, Eastern Partnership, Central Asia, regional 
cooperation and OSCE, European External Action Service; 

 

- Current Minister of Infrastructure Volodymyr Omelyan held work meetings with the European 
Commissioner for Transport in September 2016 on concluding the CAA Agreement. 

 
And yet the Agreement remains unconcluded, despite circulating statements about being ready to sign 

the Agreement at the end of 2015 and in July 2016 [15]. According to field experts surveyed by Europe 

Without Barriers, the possibilities of relevant agencies have been almost entirely exhausted; the 

tactics of closed diplomatic negotiations is not effective without disclosing information to the 

public and involving representatives of the civil society from Ukraine and the EU Member 

States. 

Introduction of an "Open Skies" policyat some airports also did not lead to the expected result of 

attracting a large number of budget airlines. In 2015 "Open Skies" was announced for the airports of Lviv 

and Odesa. However, restrictions on the number of routes have stayed the same for air travel to Turkey and 

France. Representatives of Lviv Regional State Administration acknowledged in 2015 that the project was a 

failure, as it managed to attract only a single airline. According to Lviv Regional State Administration the 

blame for the improper implementation of the project was on SAAU,as it "did not manage to reduce tariffs" 

[24]. 

 

2.2. Incorporating EU legislation 

 

The results of the expert survey done by Europe Without Barriers indicate that Ukraine's accession to the 

Common Aviation Area is prevented by a number of supplementary problems yet to be solved by Ukrainian 

authorities. Among the most acute internal problems are the lack of a strict action plan to 

incorporating EU technical regulations stipulated in Annex I of the CAA Agreement, disinterest of relevant 

departments in rapid incorporation of relevant legislation and outdated procedure of the Ministry of Justice 

to "harmonize" regulations. 

On September 4, 2015 The Presidential Decree brought into force the decision of National Security and 

Defense Council of Ukraine from 20.07.2015 "On the Required Measures for the Protection of National 

Interests of Ukraine in the Field of Aviation". According to the NSDC decision, the Cabinet of Ministers had to 

urgently adopt an action plan to prepare for the introduction of the CAA between Ukraine and the EU, 

including measures to adapt Ukrainian aviation legislation to that of the EU [25]. According to the Ministry of 

Infrastructure, as of March 2016 the corresponding CMU draft was already designed and working project 

was at the stage of processing existing proposals and recommendations. As of October 2016, the action plan 

to prepare for the CAA introduction is still not approved despite tremendous political pressure. 
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The absence of a specific plan with corresponding stages and unified procedure to incorporate 

legislation, significantly limits the ability of civil control and monitoring of the process. It should be noted 

that after the initialing of the Agreement from 2014 to 2016 there were just 7 regulations to have been 

approved in the field of civil aviation [18], whilst the conditions of the CAA Agreement include 64 regulations 

and directives of the EU in total. According to the field experts, SAA of Ukraine is able to incorporate these 

technical regulations before the signing of the CAA Agreement. However, the EU directives and regulations 

are adapted slowly due to the normative and legal requirements of the Ministry of Justice, and thus are 

being changed drastically, going against the purpose of the CAA Agreement aimed at harmonizing legislation 

in the field of civil aviation in the first place. 

 

2.3. Aircraft ground handling at airports in Ukraine 

 

The problem of artificially inflated prices for aircraft ground handling at airports in Ukraine remains to be 

unresolved due to the lack of competition in the market. The main obstacle to competition 

development is the lack of a clear procedure to access the ground handling market at Ukrainian 

airports, as well as an absence of appropriate consumption market and volumes. To resolve this issue the 

Antimonopoly Committee of Ukraine (hereinafter - ACU) granted SAAU necessary-to-implement 

recommendations on the development of a legal act on September 29, 2015, which would set a clear, 

transparent, appropriate and objective criteria for the non-discriminatory access conditions for competition 

among business entities in ground handling market at airports. 

To date the State Aviation Administration developed a draft for regulating Ukrainian aviation called 

“Access to the Market of Ground Handling Services at Airports”, which was processed by ACU during working 

meetings with representatives of the SAAU and placed on the official website of SAAU for public access. But 

the project raises a number of comments because of its non-compliance with the EU Directive 

96/67, meaning that the adoption of the following rules is being delayed: 

 

- The draft of aviation regulations does not provide for separating airports in categories where EU 
Directive 96/67 regulates the application of certain provisions depending on traffic volumes, including 

the exercise of independent aircraft (self-) ground handling. 
 

- According to the draft of aviation regulations the committee of airlines may consist of a permanent 

representatives of airlines that perform scheduled flights or charter international air transportation to / 
from Ukraine but no less than one flight a week or at least three flights a month to an airport. 

However, Directive 96/67 EC stipulates that all airport users are entitled to participate in this 
committee or, if they so wish, to be represented by an organization designated for this purpose. 

 

- The Directive 96/67 EC also stipulates that at least one of the authorized suppliers cannot, directly or 
indirectly, be controlled by an airport management body, controlling body or authority which, directly 

or indirectly, controls this governing body of the airport. The draft of aviation regulations does not 
contain such rules, instead one of the suppliers cannot be controlled by an airport operator and other 

provider of aircraft ground handling service that operates at this airport. 
 

- According to the Directive 96/67 EC Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure the 

freedom of independent or aircraft self-ground handling. Instead, the draft of aviation regulations 
states that the exercise of independent ground handling could create preconditions for threating flight 

safety and airport capacity; airline is able to carry out independent ground handling only in case of 
possessing a certificate of compliance for a certain type of ground handling [10; 23]. 

 

There is also a problem of high prices for aircraft ground handling by airports. This is evidenced 

by a case examined by the ACU on the basis of the Boryspil airport violation of legislation on protecting 

economic competition, meaning: 

- Unjustified refusals to approve applications for a certificate of conformity to conduct airport activity, 

delaying approvals of internal documents for business entities; 
- The establishment of unjustified fee level for use of the airport infrastructure by entities providing 

aircraft ground handling services, and further increase of such fees; 
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It should be noted that an Order №669 of the Ministry of Transport from 15.09.2010 increased the price 

for air navigation service on the approach and immediately within the territory of the airport as well as along 

the whole route thus pushing back the conclusion of the CAA Agreement to 2011 [17]. International aviation 

organizations such as IATA, EUROCONTROL and AEA opposed raising the rates, calling them unjustified and 

Ukrainian Aerosvit Airlines challenged the Order in court [11]. In March 2011, the District Administrative 

Court of Kyiv decided not to recognize Order №669 to be illegal or null [22]. Talks between Ukraine and the 

EU on signing the CAA Agreement continued after amendments were made to the Order, but as is was 

stated above, the 2014 signing of the Agreement was postponed indefinitely. 
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3. Whose interests are concerned? 

 

The State stakeholders in the process of Ukraine's accession to the CAA are: Ministry of Infrastructure, 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, State Aviation Administration, a Parliamentary Committee on Transport and a 

Committee on Industrial Policy and Entrepreneurship. Given the fact that the implementation of the CAA 

Agreement is provided under Association Agreement with the EU than state stakeholders would also include 

Vice Prime Minister for European Integration and Government Office for European Integration. 

It is worth to underline the leading role of the Ministry of Infrastructure and the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, which according to the CMU’s Action Plan for 2016 are responsible for the signing the CAA 

Agreement by the end of 2016 [26]. MFA has the function of coordinating activities of the executive power 

in foreign relations [29]. Responsibilities of the Ministry of Infrastructure include the development and 

conclusion of international agreements, the implementation of measures aimed at integrating transport 

system of Ukraine into the European transport network [30]. Negotiations could also involve State Aviation 

Administration and Government Office for European Integration provided their area of competence is 

concerned. SAAU takes appropriate measures to integrate Ukraine into the European air transport system 

and air traffic management [21]. Government Office for European Integration prepares and submits 

proposals to the Prime Minister of Ukraine and Vice Prime Minister for European Integration to improve 

development and implementation mechanisms of measures in the field of European integration [19]. 

Responsibilities of the Vice Prime Minister for European integration include coordination of the 

effectiveness analysis of European integration policy of Ukraine in part of the CAA Agreement [20]. 

Incorporation of standards and EU directives into the Ukrainian legislation is provided by the CAA 

Agreement and primarily depends on the activity of the Ministry of Infrastructure, SAAU, Parliamentary 

Committees on Transport and on Industrial Policy and Entrepreneurship. SAAU enforces adaptation of 

national legislation on civil aviation to that of the EU, develops, adopts and implements aviation rules of 

Ukraine [21]. It should be noted that part of the SAAU responsibilities overlap with the responsibilities of the 

Vice Prime Minister for European integration, who adapts the legislation of Ukraine to the EU 

legislation, organizes the monitoring of the results from such adaptation. Ministry of Infrastructure 

approves strategies and programs for the development of air transport, industry standards and technical 

specifications. Responsibilities characteristic to the Parliamentary Committees on Transport and on 

Industrial Policy and Entrepreneurship include the development and adoption of draft laws for air 

transport, as well as for the development of entrepreneurship in the field of aviation. The important role is 

also played by the Governmental Office for European Integration, which provides translation of the 

EU acquis into Ukrainian. 

It is worth to highlight the governments of Spain and the United Kingdom among European 

stakeholders interested in concluding CAA Agreement, which have opposing positions on the status of 

Gibraltar airport mentioned in the text of the Agreement. European Commission Directorate-General for 

Mobility and Transport, Directorate E - Aviation and international transport affairs, E.1 - 

International transport affairsare also a part of the equation. The objective of the Directorate is to 

extend the EU Common Aviation Area on the basis of comprehensive agreements with neighboring 

countries, including those of Eastern Partnership [2]. The important role of F. Mogherini, High 

Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, should also be noted since she 

is handling foreign policy of the EU. 

Liberalization of aviation markets directly affects the interests of Ukrainian and European airlines. 

European airlines, including Lufthansa, Austrian Airlines, LOT, Ryanair, WizzAir, Easy Jet, who wouldbe 

able to exerciseunlimited commercial rights as to conduct services both between places in Ukraine and the 

EU, as well as between places in Ukraine in case if the Agreement is signed.  

At the same time Ukrainian airlines will have an opportunity to expand its capabilities to the European 

aviation market. The largest aircraft carrier Ukraine - Ukraine International Airlines has officially 

announced its support for the CAA Agreement. In 2015, the airline directly asked the European Commission 

to speed up the signing of the agreement that would enhance aviation legislation and improve aviation 

standards in Ukraine, opening new market opportunities and bringing economic benefits to both parties [14]. 

However, experts interviewed by Europe Without Barriers believe that the implementation of the CAA 

Agreement could reduce profits for UIA, as Ukrainian market will be open to European low-cost airlines. At 
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the same time, the UIA might face the problem of lack of free time "slots" in the popular European 

airports that do not allow UIA to carry traffic between the EU Member States. 

Implementation of the CAA Agreement is directly related to the interests of Ukrainian airports. After 

the liberalization of aviation markets, competition will increase between airports to offer European carriers 

more favorable terms of aircraft ground handling services and transport infrastructure. According to the 

experts, the implementation of the Agreement will stimulate the development of transit potential of Boryspil 

Airport, increase efficiency of regional airports (Kyiv-Zhulyany, Odessa International Airport and Lviv 

International Airport), which will be able to offer better conditions for European low-cost carriers [11]. It is 

also worth to note the role of the "Airports of Ukraine" Association, which performs an advocacy role for the 

purpose of"open skies with the EU" at the Ukrainian and international venues, lobbying harmonization of the 

EU legislation in the field of civil aviation, including access to the ground handling services at airports. 
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4. Developing Alternatives 

 

At the present moment main problems that hinder the signing of the CAA Agreement between Ukraine 

and the EU is a lack of consensus between Spain and the United Kingdom in formulating the wording of 

Paragraph 31, Article 2 about territorial implications of the Agreement in the case of Gibraltar. Historical 

analysis of negotiations between Spain and the UK about Gibraltar shows that development of a consensus 

position requires an active participation of the EU and specific political conditions in countries. Spanish 

People's Party won in 2016 parliamentary elections and its leaders previously made a statement in 2011 that 

they were against Cordoba Agreement of 2006, which included Gibraltar airport into the legal framework of 

the EU. However, the UK after the referendum is going to begin the process of withdrawal from the EU, 

which may last until 2018 [1]. Both factors are unfavorable for finding a consensus on Gibraltar. 

To address the lack of progress in the signing of the ECAA Agreement and the liberalization of air 

transportation market, the experts haveoffered following alternatives: 

 

1) Strengthening of the current approach to negotiations on the signing of the CAA 

Agreement 

Public advocacy for signing of the CAA Agreement from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ukrainian civil 

society and Member States aimed at the European Commission as well as the UK, Spain and embassies of 

EU member states. Determining the authorized person to sign the Agreement. Development, representation 

and advocacy of new wording of Article 2 (31) CAA Agreement for the review by European Commission, the 

United Kingdom and Spain. 

 

2) Changing the approach to negotiations on the signing of the CAA Agreement. 

Involving Ukrainian President, Prime Minister and Vice Prime Minister for European Integration into 

lobbying the Agreement, since the resources of the sector agencies are almost exhausted. Try to separate 

the CAA Agreement discussion from the question of Gibraltar and move it into the sphere of implementation 

of the Ukraine’s Association Agreement with the EU. 

 

3) Negotiating a possibility of getting the benefits of the CAA without signing the 

Agreement 

Strengthening active negotiations between Ukraine and individual Member States on bilateral 

agreements on the liberalization of air space by including independent experts, representatives of civil 

society in Ukraine and EU Member States into the negotiations and publicly discussing these processes. 

Improving the image of Ukraine as a country, which attracts investors by creating favorable conditions for 

starting and operating a business. 

 

4) Channeling activity to focus primarily on the implementation of the technical parts of the 

CAA Agreement and waiting for the right moment to restore active negotiations 

Organizing signing of the Memorandum with the EC on the convergence of certification. Continued active 

negotiations between Ukraine and individual Member States on bilateral agreements on the liberalization of 

airspace. Implementing conditions to achieve second transitional period, specified in the CAA Agreement, 

namely incorporating EU regulations and directives of Section 2 of Annex III of the CAA Agreement into 

Ukrainian national legislation. Simplification of procedures for the approval of regulations that will allow to 

adopt EU regulations and directives without prior trial period. The division of responsibilities between the 

Ministry of Infrastructure of Ukraine and SAAU in incorporating EU legislation. 
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5. Recommendations 

 

1. The Ministry of Infrastructure should rally representatives of civil society in Ukraine and EU Member 

States in an effort to develop an advocacy campaign aimed at signing of the ECAA Agreement in 2017 

between Ukraine and EU with the involvement of Ukrainian President as well as Prime Minister, Vice 

Prime Minister for European Integration, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Transport. The 

target audience of this advocacy campaign should be governments of the UK and Spain, the 

Department for Mobility and Transport of the European Commission, EU High Representative for 

Foreign Affairs, European Commissioner for Enlargement and Neighborhood Policy and the 

ambassadors of EU Member States in Ukraine. 

 

2. The Ministry of Infrastructure and SAAU are to finalize and submit to the CMU a proposal to prepare an 

action plan for the introduction of CAA Agreement between Ukraine and the EU, which will determine 

the order of incorporating directives and EU standards specified in Annex I of the CAA Agreement 

between Ukraine and the EU. For each of the EU acts there has to be an appointed official, responsible 

for theexecution of said act, also the kind of a legal act and a period of scheduled adoption of it should 

be established. 

 

3. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Infrastructure are to continue negotiations between 

Ukraine and individual Member States to sign bilateral agreements on the liberalization of airspace. 

 

4. SAAU should finish and adopt the set of rules for access to the market of ground handling services in 

the airports in accordance to the Council Directive 96/67/EC that will establish clear, transparent, 

appropriate and objective criteria for access of competitive entities to the market of ground handling at 

the airports. 
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Appendix 1. List of certificates issued by Ukraine that will be recognized by the EU after the 

full implementation of the CAA Agreement 

The aircraft crew  

1. Pilots Certificates (issuance, maintenance, amendment, limiting actions, suspension or cancellation 

of certificates) (Regulation (EU) № 216/2008, (EU) № 1178/2011, (EU) № 290/2012, which 

introduce amendments to the Regulation (EU) № 1178/2011). 

2. Certification of persons responsible for conducting flight training or training under conditions 

simulating the flight and evaluating pilot skills (Regulation (EC) № 216/2008, (EU) № 1178/2011, 

(EU) № 290/2012, which introduce amendments to the Regulation (EU) № 1178/2011). 

3. Crewmembers certification (issuance, maintenance, amendment, limiting actions, suspension or 

cancellation of certifications for crew members) (Regulation (EC) 216/2008, (EU) № 1178/2011, 

(EU) № 290/2012, which introduces amendments to the Regulation (EU) № 1178/2011). 

4. Certificates of medical condition for pilots (issuance, maintenance, amendment, limiting actions, 

suspension or cancellation) (Regulation (EC) № 216/2008, (EU) № 1178/2011), (EU) № 290/2012, 

which introduce amendments to the Regulation (EU) № 1178/2011). 

5. Certification of examiners of aviation medicine and the conditions under which general practitioners 

may act as examiners from aviation medicine (Regulation (EC) 216/2008, (EU) № 1178/2011, (EU) 

№ 290/2012 which introduce amendments to the Regulation (EU) № 1178/2011). 

6. Periodic aeromedical evaluation of the crew – qualification process for persons responsible for 

carrying out this assessment (Regulation (EC) 216/2008, (EU) № 1178/2011, (EU) № 290/2012, 

which introduce amendments to the Regulation (EU) № 1178/2011). 

7. Conditions of issuance, support, amendment, limiting actions, suspension or cancellation of 

certifications for the centers that conduct flight training of pilots (Regulation (EC) 216/2008, (EU) № 

1178/2011, (EU) № 290/2012, which introduce amendments to the Regulation (EU) № 1178/2011). 

8. Conditions of issuance, support, amendment, limiting actions, suspension or cancellation of 

certifications for aeromedical centers involved in the qualification verification and aeromedical 

evaluation of the crews of civil aircrafts (Regulation (EC) 216/2008, (EU) № 1178/2011, (EU) № 

290/2012, which introduce amendments to the Regulation (EU) № 1178/2011). 

9. Certification for training devices designed to simulate flight conditions and requirements for 

organizations operating and using such devices (Regulation (EC) 216/2008, (EU) № 1178/2011, 

(EU) № 290/2012, which introduce amendments to the Regulation (EU) № 1178/2011). 

 

Air traffic management / Provision of air navigation services 

1. Certificates for air navigation service providers (Regulation (EC) 216/2008, (EU) № 1034/2011, (EU) 

№ 1035/2011 Annex II Special requirements for air traffic services). 

2. Certificates to provide meteorological services (Regulation (EC) 216/2008, (EU) № 1034/2011, (EU) 

№ 1035/2011 Annex III Special requirements for the provision of meteorological services). 

3. Certificates to provide aeronautical information services (Regulation (EC) 216/2008, (EU) № 

1034/2011, (EU) № 1035/2011 Annex IV Special requirements for the provision of aeronautical 

information services). 

4. Certificates for communication, navigation or surveillance services (Regulation (EC) 216/2008, (EU) 

№ 1034/2011, (EU) № 1035/2011 Annex V Special requirements for the provision of 

communications, navigation or surveillance services Certificates for air traffic controllers (ATCO) and 

controllers interns (issuance, suspension and cancellation) and associated ratings and endorsements 

(Regulation (EC) 216/2008, (EU) № 805/2011). 

5. Certificates of medical condition for air traffic controllers (Regulation (EC) 216/2008, (EU) № 

805/2011). 

6. Certificates for training centers that prepare air traffic controllers (ATCO) (period of validity, 

renovation, restoration and term of use) (Regulations (EU) № 216/2008 and (EU) № 805/2011). 
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Appendix 2. Research Methodology 

The goal of the survey conducted by Europe Without Barriers was to determine the causes of postponing 

the CAA Agreement, alternatives to solving main problems of negotiation process and to produce 

recommendations for the relevant interested parties. Research methodology included conducting document 

analysis and expert survey. 

Document analysis was used to study the legal framework of the current state policy in the field of air 

transportation and its regulation, negotiating documents concerning the conclusion of the CAA Agreement, 

and the responses to official inquiries. Expert survey was conducted in several stages. Stakeholders 

interested in positive decision over the Agreement were identified first, comprising the following groups of: 

public authorities of Ukraine, international organizations and governments of foreign countries, businesses 

(including airlines), experts, think tanks and media dealing with transport policy. Then official requests were 

sent to the governmental institutions of Ukraine, international organizations and embassies of foreign 

countries. Semi-structured personal oral interviews were conducted with the identified stakeholders through 

a specially developed guide. A text version of the guide was sent to the foreign respondents. 

During April-June 2016 interviews were conducted with 18 respondents, representing the EU governing 

bodies, embassies of EU Member States, Parliament, Ministry of Infrastructure, SAAU, Government Office for 

European Integration, Ukrainian airports and universities, as well as Ukrainian and international consulting 

companies, independent think tanks, international funds and media. Additionally, 8 governmental institutions 

of Ukraine and the EU provided informative responses: the General Directorate for Mobility and Transport of 

the European Commission, Presidential Administration of Ukraine, the Verkhovna Rada Committee on 

Foreign Affairs, the Committee on Transport, the Ministry of Infrastructure, the State Aviation Administration 

of Ukraine, Governmental office for European Integration and the Antimonopoly Committee of Ukraine. 
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